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Abstract: This article examines and compares the differing 
treatment of Intellectual Property licensing antitrust r
eview under United States (US) antitrust law and Europea
n Union (EU) competition law, with the focus on the rece
nt developments, especially on the cases including Phili
ps, Qualcomm, Microsoft and Rambus, on both sides of the 
Atlantic. While in the US antitrust investigations of IP 
licensing are assessed under the Rule of Reason, in the 
EU they often are considered illegal per se, unless exem
pt under the EU Technology Transfer Regulation (TTBER) o
r by an express decision of the Commission addressed to 
the parties to the licensing agreement. It is generally 
agree that there is an inherent tension between IP law a
nd competition law. While both laws have similar policy 
objectives of encouraging technical development and cons
umer welfare, they approach these objectives differentl
y. In sum, IP law promotes innovation by allowing restri
ctions on the sale of new technologies while competition 
law promotes innovation by prohibiting and preventing ma
rket restrictions. EU and US regulators both address thi
s tension when confronted with competition problems caus
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ed by the use and abuse of IP rights. While antitrust au
thorities in both jurisdictions often resolve this tensi
on in a similar way, recent case law suggests that the E
U tends to favor the enforcement of antitrust laws where
as the United States leans towards protecting IP rights. 
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1. Introduction

This article highlights recent differences in the way the licensing of 
intellectual property (IP) rights has been handled by the competition la
w (or antitrust) authorities on both sides of the Atlantic. There is an in
herent tension between IP law and competition law. While both laws h
ave similar policy objectives of encouraging technical development an
d consumer welfare, they approach these objectives differently. IP law 
grants a limited monopoly for new inventions. IP law thus encourages 
innovation by allowing owners to restrict the distribution of those tech
nologies once they are invented. Competition law, on the other hand, 
prohibits anticompetitive agreements and abusive monopoly behavior. 
Accordingly, competition law seeks to ensure that existing technologie
s are accessible to competitors and not unfairly restrained by one or a 
few companies. In this way, competition law encourages innovation wi
thin existing technologies and existing markets. In sum, IP law promot
es innovation by allowing restrictions on the sale of new technologies 
while competition law promotes innovation by prohibiting and prevent
ing market restrictions. EU and US regulators both address this tension 
when confronted with competition problems caused by the use and ab
use of IP rights. While antitrust authorities in both jurisdictions often r
esolve this tension in a similar way, recent case law suggests that the E
U tends to favor the enforcement of antitrust laws whereas the United 
States leans towards protecting IP rights.
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